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China Insight: China’s Corporate Credit Stresses Remain Elevated
- by Tim Cheung & Riki Zhang, p8
China's monthly default amount declined to CNY5bn in February versus
CNY9.6bn in January and CNY16.7bn in December while the last 12-month
trailing default rate further edged up to 1.17% vs 1.14% in January. Although
the pace of defaults has slowed in comparison with the same period of
2018, credit stresses remain elevated.

UK 10yr Yield – Yield Decline Target 0.923-1.010 Zone, Perhaps 0.846
- by Ed Blake, p10
Watch for an initial fall to the 0.923-1.010 support cluster, below which risks 
extension to a Fibonacci projection at 0.846. Place a protective stop above 
1.243.

Gold – Bulls Seek A Return To 1346.80, Possibly 1366.15-1392.33
- by Ed Blake, p11
Buy into any near-term dips towards 1292.90 as we await a return to
1346.80, perhaps the 1366.15-1392.33 zone. Place a protective stop under
the 1280.94 higher low.

NZD/USD – Momentum Builds For Stronger Advance
- by Andrew Dowdell, p12
Look to buy for a target of .7438. Place stop below .6720.

The GBP Week: Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
Friday is the main data day this week, which includes UK final Q4 GDP,
which is expected to be confirmed at 0.2% q/q and a softest in three
quarters. It's a good job that there's not too much on the data front given
markets will once again obsess over all things BREXIT.

Wasn’t it Supposed to be Temporary?
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p5
A manufacturing PMI shocker from Germany plus weak French/EMU
outturns compounded another week of EGB core/semi-core bull flattening.
The 10-yr Bund went negative again. The Dutch curve is sub-zero up to 8-
years with the 10-year at 10bp. The French curve is negative up to 6-years
although the 7-year is barely above zero.

Euro FIG Snapshot: A Big Week Despite Multiple Distractions
- by David Corbell, p6
While last week contained plenty of potential distractions for investors, that
didn't stop FIG issuers from churning out the highest volume of euro
denominated paper via new primary offerings since the first full week of the
year.

Know the Flows: Rotation From Equity to Bond Funds Rolls on
- by Cameron Brandt, p7
With 11 weeks of the first quarter gone, flows for EPFR-tracked Equity and
Bond Funds continue to head briskly in opposite directions. Year-to-date,
Bond Funds have - based on weekly data - absorbed a net $118 billion while
Equity Funds have seen over $60 billion flow out.
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The GBP Week: Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX



Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.3025/1.3300.

Friday is the main data day this week, which includes UK final Q4 GDP,
which is expected to be confirmed at 0.2% q/q and a softest in three
quarters.

It's a good job that there's not too much on the data front given markets
will once again obsess over all things BREXIT.

After a weekend of more rancour and speculation surrounding the
future of May's leadership, it's another packed day and the headlines
have already been coming thick and fast already:

• 10am emergency cabinet on Brexit. Expected to discuss seven
versions of indicative votes

• 3.30pm PM EUCO statement

• 5pm Brexit debate

• 10pm Votes on amendments.

• Will MPs take control of order paper? (2 votes short last time)

Today's Brexit amendments:

• Labour: Indicative votes

• Lib Dems: Extend Art50/2nd ref

• Letwin: MPs take control Wed, indicative votes

• Quince: Recommit to Brexit

• Cooper: Thu deadline to set out how Govt will stop no-deal

• Soubry: 2nd ref

• Beckett: HOC would vote before no-deal

Meanwhile, famed political ed Peston says he's reliably told that May
tells Brexiteers in Chequers meeting she'll quit if they vote for her Brexit
deal and GBP/USD pops on the reports.

See top middle of the Dashboard though, the options market is worried
about a cliff edge Brexit and we struggle to be optimistic at the start of
the week that enough concessions can be gained from the EU and
parliament can find a way to reach consensus towards a deal.

Also, top left, even as Usd net longs hit a 2019 high, Gbp net shorts are
now at their lowest level since Jun 2018 of -13774 on the IMM.

RISK - See Dashboard and sliding probability of a BOE rate hike in 2019,
now at 17%. It's worth noting that cut probability has now overtaken the
former at 30%. Some of that will be more dovish FOMC influenced, but
clearly the Brexit effect is impacting across the spectrum.

• Price action is expected to remain choppy, with little directional bias
in the near-term

• Below 1.3004 risks a deeper setback to the 11 Mar prior reaction
low/50% of the Jan-Mar (1.2441-1.3381) advance at 1.2949/11

• Bulls need to clear last Tue's 1.3311 high to repair the short-term
damage and refocus 1.3381/1.3409

The GBP Week: Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX Back to Index Page



A manufacturing PMI shocker from Germany plus weak French/EMU
outturns compounded another week of EGB core/semi-core bull
flattening. The 10-yr Bund went negative again. The Dutch curve is sub-
zero up to 8-years with the 10-year at 10bp. The French curve is
negative up to 6-years although the 7-year is barely above zero.
Peripheral EGB curves are also flatter. The only positive which can be
taken is that flatter curves ease monetary/financial conditions, although
at these already low yields, flattening isn’t necessarily as impactful as,
say, pre-QE times.

Going forward, the new orders component of the German
manufacturing PMI fell to 44.5 the lowest since 2012. Hence, there will
now be intense concerns that what was supposed to be temporary
weakness last year will spread into Q2 this year. External weakness (i.e.
trade issues) will take much of the blame, however, there comes a time

when external weakness migrates to domestic weakness. Somewhat
paradoxically, the German labour market remains tight and there are
reports some companies are struggling to fill vacancies.

Meanwhile, yields in general are facing downward pressure. After
recently breaking under 2%, the AUSTRALIAN 10-YEAR went under 1.9%
and is rapidly approaching the 1.819% record low set in 2016. The US
CURVE is inverted in the 2-5s and 3s10s, and importantly trades under
Effective Fed Funds (2.4%) out to 7-years. The 10-year is now under
2.5% with the real yield plummeting to 53bp. The market is now
suggesting the Fed is at Terminal Funds and neutral was much lower
than originally thought. A lower real rate should be equity supportive,
but if EMU data continue to disappoint as the PMIs, it surely can’t be
long before global issues begin to drag the US economy down with
them. To add, the US banking index, KBW, fell sharply, as the SPX rose.

Wasn’t it Supposed to be Temporary?
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/126406/IGM_Weekly_-_22_March_2019.pdf


While last week contained plenty of potential distractions for investors,
that didn't stop FIG issuers from churning out the highest volume of euro
denominated paper via new primary offerings since the first full week of
the year.

And despite those numerous distractions which included central bank
meetings, ongoing Brexit angst and an index roll, investors were more
than eager to add inventory via the primary market where orders topped
EUR24bn for the EUR7.575bn of paper sold which spanned the entire
capital structure.

Most of the week's paper (91%) was sold before the Fed out-doved
markets on Wednesday, sending underlying government yields sharply
lower, a theme that was perpetuated Friday as awful manufacturing PMI
data from core eurozone countries sent 10yr German yields into
negative territory for the first time since October 2016.

The combination of slowing growth, corresponding dovish turns by Fed
and ECB, and the associated drop in underlying yields has proved a boon

for the euro credit market in 2019 with spreads tightening sharply as
investors have been forced to look for yield in an environment where
opportunities have once again become scarce.

However, it's not assured that trend will endure if growth concerns ramp
up to the extent that equities suffer material losses. In that event it may
be difficult to see how credit markets could emerge unscathed. Put
another way, the "bad news is good news rally" that has powered
markets higher this year is not without its limits and price action seen
Friday suggests those limits might, just might be near as both equities
and synthetic credit markets weakened as yields fell in response to the
weak data.

And in a broader sense, there's always the risk that when central banks
over-deliver in response to risks on inflation and growth, it can spook
rather than soothe markets as investors adopt the view that if major
central bankers are worried, maybe they should be too.

The counter case is that investors need to put their money somewhere
while the well known liquidity issues in secondary cash markets also
mean that the costs of exit and subsequent re-entry remain high, a
factor that could keep some investors biased toward riding out volatility
in credit markets in coming weeks and months.

EUR Pipeline...

Banca Popolare di Sondrio S.C.p.A., rated BBB- (stable) by Fitch, has
mandated Banca IMI, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Natixis, Societe
Generale and UniCredit to arrange a series of fixed income investor
meetings commencing on 25th March. A 5yr senior preferred
transaction may follow.

Banco Montepio announced plans for a sub benchmark sized 10NC5 T2
that will follow a series of fixed income investor meetings in Madrid,
Paris, and London that commenced Tuesday 19th March. BNP Paribas
and BofA Merrill Lynch are Joint Lead Managers on the deal which will
be rated Caa2/B-/BH (Moody's/Fitch/DBRS).

Euro FIG Snapshot: A Big Week Despite Multiple Distractions
By David Corbell,  IGM Head of Credit, Europe Back to Index Page



The Context

With 11 weeks of the first quarter gone, flows for EPFR-tracked Equity
and Bond Funds continue to head briskly in opposite directions. Year-to-
date, Bond Funds have – based on weekly data -- absorbed a net $118
billion while Equity Funds have seen over $60 billion flow out. The last
time flows tilted so consistently in favor of Bond Funds was 2016, when
the success of populist politicians in both Europe and the US and the
UK’s vote to leave the European Union had investors of all stripes
searching for relative safety.

Another recent rotation, from Developed to Emerging Markets Equity
Funds, has lost steam as Emerging Markets Equity Funds posted
outflows four of the past five weeks. But Developed Markets Equity
Funds continue to drive the headline number for all Equity Funds, with
Europe Equity Funds recording outflows 10 of the past 11 weeks and
Japan Equity Funds mired in their longest redemption streak since 2Q16.

The latest week, ending March 20, saw EPFR-tracked Equity Funds
surrender a net $20.6 billion. Investors committed $12 billion to Bond
Funds, redeemed another $1.6 billion from Balanced Funds and pulled
over $58 billion – a 39-week high – from Money Market Funds.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Municipal and
Mortgage Backed Bond Funds both posted their 11th consecutive
weekly inflow and Total Return Bond Funds attracted over $1 billion for
the third week running. Spain and France Equity Funds extended their
current outflow streaks and redemptions from Korea Equity Funds hit
levels last seen in late 1Q18 while Italy Equity Funds took in fresh money
for the third straight week.

In the lull between the first and second quarter corporate earnings
season, sector focused investors remained on the defensive. During the
third week of March Commodities, Energy, Technology, Industrials and
Financial Sector Funds all posted outflows that ranged from $34 million
for Energy Sector Funds to $925 million for Industrials Sector Funds
while Telecoms, Real Estate and Infrastructure Sector Funds attracted
varying amounts of fresh money.

The redemptions from Industrial Sectors Funds came against the back-
drop of slowing global growth, the battering taken by bellwether Boeing
following the second crash of its new generation airliner in less than six
months, the headwinds being experienced by German carmakers and
General Electric’s well publicized challenges

Know The Flows – Rotation From Equity to Bond Funds Rolls on
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr


The Context

China's monthly default amount declined to CNY5bn in February versus
CNY9.6bn in January and CNY16.7bn in December while the last 12-month
trailing default rate further edged up to 1.17% vs 1.14% in January.

So far this year (chart A), there have been six onshore credit defaults, including
one 1st time default (Beijing Orient Landscape on its CNY500mn commercial
paper).

In addition to the new defaults, there were 3 situations where companies failed
to meet scheduled payments, but were able to repay the amounts in full within
the grace period to avert a default. This situation suggests that credit stresses
remain elevated among Chinese corporates, and even in situations where
support is provided, that support may not ensure the timeliness of the payment.

In the offshore market, the first China offshore LGFV default happened in
February, in which Qinghai Provincial Investment Group failed to pay the coupon

of QHINVG 7.25% 02/22/20 bond issue on time. In regards to the credit strength
of the LGFV sector, PBOC official Xingshan said on 13 March that ministries have
reached a consensus that local governments can roll over implicit debts after
obtaining creditor's approval (see also note below). In our view, this move
reflects the cashflow stress felt by local governments and LGFVs.

In conclusion, though the pace of defaults has slowed in comparison with the
same period of 2018, credit stresses remain elevated.

** New rules on LGFVs may ease repayment pressure in the near term **

The Chinese government is said to have eased restrictions on the issuance of
corporate bonds by LGFVs, while the heavily indebted sector will face mounting
maturities this year. Specifically, the new rules apply only to LGFVs that plan to
issue new corporate bonds for refinancing - the ones that receive more than half
of their revenue from their local governments are now allowed to issue new
bonds.

Previously, LGFVs with half of their revenues derived from local governments
were not allowed to issue new bonds because the Chinese government had
tightened regulations on LGFV borrowing and tried to limit local government
debt.

According to S&P data, about CNY500bn (USD75bn) of onshore LGFV bonds will
mature in 2019, due to the sizable issuance during 2015-2016 when the
financing rules were less strict.

JACI also showed that around USD20bn of offshore LGFV bonds will mature in
2019, accounting for half of the sector's total maturities.

New guidelines to allow LGFVs to roll over their maturities may at least ease
some of the debt repayment pressure of the sector in near term, thus
preventing the risk of default.

China Insight: China’s Corporate Credit Stresses Remain Elevated
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page



The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis. 

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in 
prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed income and 
commodity products. 

We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  

For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your Account 
Manager.



The Context

• Extends the 5-1/2 month downtrend through 1.103 (2018 low - 29

May) to post new 18-month lows

• Deteriorating studies combine with the negative influence of

December’s Death Cross to signal further easing

• Clustered support between 0.923-1.010 is targeted, the loss of

which risks a Fibonacci projection at 0.846

• Only over 1.249 (12 March high) then the more significant 1.326

(1 March) lower high would cause a re-think

_________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for an initial fall to the 0.923-1.010 support cluster, below which
risks extension to a Fibonacci projection at 0.846. Place a protective stop
above 1.243.

UK 10yr Yield – Yield Decline Target 0.923-1.010 Zone, Perhaps 0.846
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.569 8 November 2018 lower high 
R4 1.437 22 November 2018 high 
R3 1.376 2019 high – 18 January 
R2 1.326 1 March 2019 lower high, near the 200DMA 
R1 1.249 12 March 2019 lower high, near the 50DMA and a 5½mth tentative falling trendline 

Support Levels 

S1 1.010 11 September 2017 low, near 61.8% retrace of 0.501/1.749 rally (0.977) 
S2 0.923 2017 low – 14 June, near 8 September 2017 low (0.951) & .618x 1.749/1.121 off 1.326 (0.938) 
S3 0.846 .764 projection of 1.749/1.121 from 1.326 
S4 0.788 6 October 2016 low, near 76.4% retrace of 0.501/1.749 (0.795) 
S5 0.698 Equality of 1.749/1.121 fall from 1.326, near 4 October 2016 low at 0.711 

 



The Context

• Corrective easing from February’s 1346.80 peak found support at

1280.94, allowing the seven-month uptrend to resume

• Strengthening studies suggest a return to test 1346.80, beyond

which targets the 1366.15-1392.33 barrier

• This consists of the 2018 and 2016 peaks, a 32-month falling

trendline and a lower high from March 2014

• Near-term dips should hold 1280.94 and only below would caution

bulls for clustered support by 1251.09

_________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term dips towards 1292.90 as we await a return to
1346.80, perhaps the 1366.15-1392.33 zone. Place a protective stop
under the 1280.94 higher low.

Gold – Bulls Seek A Return To 1346.80, Possibly 1366.15-1392.33
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1392.33 17 March 2014 lower high 
R4 1375.34 2016 peak – 11 July 
R3 1366.15 2018 peak – 25 January, near 11 April 2018 high at 1365.22 and a 32-month falling trendline 
R2 1346.80 2019 peak – 20 February 
R1 1333.13 22 February 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1292.90 14 March 2019 minor higher low 
S2 1276.74 2019 low – 4 January nr 38.2% of 1160.39/1346.80 (1275.59) and 7 March 2019 low (1280.94) 
S3 1251.09 10 December 2018 high, nr 50% of 1160.39/1346.80 (1253.59) and 7mth trendline (1248.84) 
S4 1233.02 14 December 2018 higher low, near 61.8% of 1160.39/1346.80 (1231.60) 
S5 1211.27 28 November 2018 minor higher low 

 



The Context

• Decline off .7558 lacked momentum, with the RSI unable to make

headway below 40 (indicative of bull market)

• The pair is now reverting to its 200-Month MA, which continues to

advance higher

_________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of .7438. Place stop below .6720.

NZD/USD – Momentum Builds For Stronger Advance
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 .7684 24 June 2013 low, near the 29 April 2015 high at .7744 
R4 .7558 27 July 2017 high 
R3 .7438 24 January 2018 high 
R2 .7060 6 June 2018 high 
R1 .6970 4 December 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 .6720 12 February 2019 low 
S2 .6575 3 January 2019 low 
S3 .6425 8 October 2018 low 
S4 .6348 20 January 2016 low 
S5 .6130 24 August 2015 low 
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